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many abuses connected with this occupation. It was alleged that in time
of war the watermen got their boys pressed into the Navy, in which
case all their wages (and even their prize-money) were legally the
property of the masters.54 It was also said that such watermen
... as have no settled place of abode and areidle and profligate persons... for
the sake of small sums of money... take great numbers of apprentices, who
instead of being brought up to their proper calling ... are suffered to idle
about, which brings them to pilfer for their sustenance, and for the generality,
they become vagrants, and not seldom come to a fatal end.55
Apprenticeship to watermen, lightermen and fishermen was regarded
as apprenticeship to the sea-service, because in time of war the king
could claim the services of all apprentices who were over the age of
eighteen, and was therefore regarded as the most desirable form of
apprenticeship for poor boys.
Girls were also apprenticed by the parish to trades. It is not always
clear whether they were intended to learn the trade or to work in the
house - probably they were intended to make themselves generally
useful. One Mary Carpenter was bound from Lambeth workhouse to
a breeches-maker *to learn the business and also household work*.36
The indentures of a girl bound to a carpenter in 1741 specified that she
was to be taught the art and mystery of a carpenter.57 In some cases girls
were bound to married women who carried on a trade separately from
the husband, or to learn housewifery. In others the girl was bound to a
man who covenanted that his wife should teach her housewifery.
Parish children, both boys and girls, were bound to Bethnal Green
weavers, but in the case of girls it is difficult to know whether they were
taught weaving, though many women in London did weave. One parish
child was turned over by her original master to a weaver who lived with
a Billingsgate fishwoman. She sometimes wound quills for the man, but
always went to market with the, woman, and was also sent out alone to
cry periwinkles and crabs, and, at night, radishes.58
On the other hand, there were cases when the parish seems to have
been generous. In 1759 we near °^a Poor &d °f ^e parish of Chelsea
bound to a manrua-maker in Westminster for £10. Fees of seven
guineas seem to have been nor unusual with parish boys. In 1749 the
parish of Teddington bound a boy to a brushmaker of Goodman's
Fields till the usual age of twenty-four and the master promised die

